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Abstract
External buses consume substantial power for their high capacitances of bus lines and I/O pins. In this paper, we reduce redundant dynamic power consumption on instruction buses. For expressing a small number, we need the small number of bits (the minimum bits are defined as active bits). But all bit lines on an instruction bus change their status and redundant power is consumed. Suppressing switching activity of inactive bits, we can reduce redundant power consumption. Since the active bits are different each data, we reduce power by dynamic analysis and control of the instruction buses. An instruction is constructed of several fields which indicate kinds of operations, register numbers and an immediate value. After analyzing the characteristics of active bits in each field by profiling we change opcode and register assignments by using variable length coding to reduce active bits. We achieve more efficient power reduction by using active bits with the code assignment of instruction sets. Experimental results illustrate up to 29.1% switching activity reduction for MPEG2.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, to decrease power consumption of LSI is strongly desired from demands of increasing battery life and the problem of energy resources. Reducing power consumption realizes high reliability and low cost for cooling and other advantages. Under present situation we must resign high performance in some degree to restrain power consumption. In particular microprocessors which occupy important position in a system consume large power in the system. Many microprocessors are embedded in computers and home electric appliances and cars and so on, therefore it is quite important to reduce microprocessors power.

Many techniques for designing low power microprocessor have been proposed. In those there is a datapath width optimization technique[3] for low power. Analyzing statically variables at the RTL design stage, the minimum datapath width by which assure correct execution can be obtained by the technique. After that, redundant circuits are eliminated statically. This technique focuses on the minimum bits of variables. On the other hand our technique focuses on the minimum bits of each data which is a value of a variable. Run time analysis and optimization are features of our proposed technique. We use active bits and inactive bits which are defined as necessary and unnecessary bits of each data for computation, respectively. Some techniques using active bits have been studied [4,5]. Okuma et al. proposed a technique for low power data memory design by using active bits. Brooks et al. presented a low power arithmetic design technique by using active bits. We introduce a technique for low power instruction bus which is an important component in a processor based system. Their and our basic idea is to reduce redundant power consumption in inactive bits.

In CMOS circuit dynamic power for charging and discharging of internal node capacitances is dominant factor of total power consumption. The capacitances at I/O pins are orders of magnitude higher than internal capacitances. Therefore techniques for minimizing switching at external buses are quite important. The average power $P$ is given by $P = \frac{1}{2} \cdot C \cdot V_{DD}^2 \cdot f \cdot \alpha$, where $C$ is the load capacitance, $V_{DD}$ the supply voltage, $f$ the clock frequency, and $\alpha$ the switching activity. If a technique promise to reduce $P$, without performance penalty, it will also reduce the energy consumption. Therefore it is preferable that any power minimization technique should take on no performance penalty. We focus on reducing $\alpha$, because lowering $\alpha$ is effective way to reduce $P$ especially off-chip buses.
Many encoding schemes to reduce switching activity of buses have been studied. For low power address buses many techniques[8,9,10] exploit characteristics that successive data have high correlation. In contrast on data buses each data has an irregular value. In this case the bus-invert technique[7] works effectively. Since instruction buses have fixed forms, we reduce instruction buses power consumption by considering the semantics. In VLIW machines a technique[6] by which rearranges instruction sequences in off-chip memory is proposed for reducing switching activity during instruction fetches. This technique is static analysis and optimization. Our proposed technique reduces switching activity by dynamic active bits analysis and optimization using active bits. We present also active bits reduction techniques for more reducing power consumption. Operations and registers that appear more frequently are assigned shorter codes. This is a variable length coding. This assignment achieves reduction of total active bits in programs. For example, frequent values of register number are 4 and 5 in register fields. When the register numbers are transferred on the instruction bus, we use only 3 bits (active bits) from the least significant bit and remaining bits are active bits. If the register number 4 and 5 are rearranged register number 0 and 1, respectively, we only use 1 bit from the most significant bit on the bus.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a definition of active bits and instruction bus. Section 3 introduces the encoding mechanisms by using active bits. Active bits reduction techniques for low power are discussed in section 4. Experimental results are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we define active bits and describe characteristics of an instruction bus.

2.1. Active bits

We consider \( D \) that is an unsigned decimal number \((0 \leq D \leq 2^N - 1)\), where \( N \) is a natural number. The number \( D \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
D = \sum_{i=1}^{j} a_i \cdot 2^{i-1}
\]

where \( a_i \in \{0,1\} \) and \( a_j = 1(1 \leq j \leq N) \) for \( D \neq 0 \).

When we transfer the data on an \( N \)-bit width bus, the data is encoded with \( N \) bits as follows:

\[
S = \{0_N,0_{N-1},...,0_{j+1},a_j,a_{j-1},...,a_2,a_1\}.
\]

The number of bits of the encoded data is \( N \) all the time, however only \( j \) bits in total are essentially required to represent the \( D \). All bits from least significant bit to the \( j \) bit are defined as active bits. On the other hand, inactive bits are defined as remaining bits after eliminating active bits (that is inactive bits are all bits from the \((j+1)\)th-bit to the \( N\)th-bit). The \( j \) which indicates the most significant bit in active bits is called as active bitwidth in this paper. We define a variable to indicate active bitwidth as \( A_{\text{width}} \).

Inactive bits are actually unnecessary, in consequence the bits cause redundant switching on buses. It is important to restrain redundant power consumption in inactive bits.

We introduce a procedure to obtain active bits from the \( S \). In this paper, we assume that a representation of all data is an unsigned form. For the unsigned integers, inactive bits are continuous string of 0’s from the most significant bit and the remaining bits are active bits.

2.2. Instruction bus

We assume that an instruction once instruction bus access is transferred. In this paper we use the SimpleScalar architecture. The SimpleScalar architecture[2] is derived from the MIPS-IV ISA[1]. Figure 1 shows the three instruction encoding of SimpleScalar instructions: register, immediate and jump formats. All instructions are 64 bits in length. However the 16 bits annotate field and upper 8 bits of the opcode field are not used in this paper. In consequence we use only 40 bits from the least significant bit.

Since the number of operation code is 109 in total, we can encode all instructions by using only 7 bits. But to apply 8 bits to opcode facilitates fast instruction decoding. The register fields are all 8 bits, to support extension of the registers to 256 integer and floating point registers. However only 5 bits are used for register identification. When we consider the semantics of instructions, the active bits in instructions are determined by each field.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Register format:} & \ 16\text{bits-annotate} & 16\text{bits-opcode} & 8\text{bits-rt} & 8\text{bits-rt} & 16\text{bits-immediate} & 2\text{bits-shift} \\
\text{Immediate format:} & \ 16\text{bits-annotate} & 16\text{bits-opcode} & 8\text{bits-rt} & 8\text{bits-rt} & 8\text{bits-ru/shamt} & 8\text{bits-immediate} \\
\text{Jump format:} & \ 16\text{bits-annotate} & 16\text{bits-opcode} & 8\text{bits-rt} & 8\text{bits-rt} & 8\text{bits-ru/shamt} & 8\text{bits-immediate} & 32\text{bits-target} \\
\end{align*}\]

Figure 1: SimpleScalar architecture instruction formats
3. Encoding by using active bits

In this section, we present our encoding mechanism to reduce switching activity on instruction bus by using active bits. On instruction bus, active bits can be defined by each instruction format. For accurate definition of active bits, it is necessary to distinguish instruction formats, however for that purpose we need to prepare a format identification circuit. Since to make this circuit increases overhead such as power consumption and delay, we assume that the instruction has always five fields (the number of bits of all fields is 8) without considering immediate and target fields in immediate and jump formats. Hereafter we call the fields from the lowest field as $f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4$ and $f_5$ in order ($f_5$ constantly stands for opcode).

To suppress switching in inactive bits is our basic idea. Now we encode the source data $S$ by using current data $C$ on instruction bus as follows:

$$S = \{1,0,\ldots,\ldots,0\}^{\beta} \in \mathbb{R}.$$  

Encoded data is given by

$$T = \{1,0,\ldots,\ldots,0\}^{\beta} \in \mathbb{R}.$$  

The $t_i$ is given by

$$t_i = \begin{cases} c_i, (i \geq A_{\text{width}} + 1) \\ a_i, (i \leq A_{\text{width}}) \end{cases}$$

In this way, we can suppress switching in active bits.

However we need extra bus to hold values of active bitwidth in addition to original bus. We define extra code $E$ as follows:

$$E = (e_{E_{\text{width}}}, e_{E_{\text{width}}-1}, \ldots, e_1, e_2, e_1)$$

where $e_i$ is a value of $i$th bit from the least significant bit, and $E_{\text{width}}$ indicates extra bus bitwidth. There are $N+1$ kinds of active bitwidth (one bit is utilized for active bitwidth 0). We adopt the binary encoding to encode $A_{\text{width}}$.

When $N$ is power of 2, $E_{\text{width}}$ is $1 + \log_2 N$. On the other hand, when the number of elements to be encoded is $N$, $E_{\text{width}}$ is $\log_2 N$. Since increasing extra bits cause additional power consumption and cost, we use active bits $N-1$ like active bits $N$ ($E_{\text{width}}$ is $\log_2 N$).

3.1. Active Bits Detection Granularity Control

It is important to improve the encoding for reducing extra bits because of increasing I/O pins and switching in extra bits. Using rough granularity for active bits detection, we can reduce extra bits. Initially instruction bus is divided into $N_{\text{seg}}$ parts ($N_{\text{seg}}$ is power of 2). $S$ and $Z$ are defined as source data and divided segments, respectively. The number of bits in each segment is equal ($N / N_{\text{seg}} = \text{const.} = \beta$) in this paper. We partition source data as follows:

$$S = ((0, \ldots, 0, (\beta(N-1)+1), \ldots, (\beta(i-1)+1), a, \ldots, a, (a, \ldots, a)).$$

When we define $Z_k$ as

$$s_k \in \{0,1\}, Z_k = (s_{\beta(i-1)+1}, \ldots, s_k, \ldots, s_{\beta}).$$

$S$ can be written by

$$S = (Z_{N_{\text{seg}}}, Z_{N_{\text{seg}}-1}, \ldots, Z_2, Z_1).$$

When $Z_i$ includes one and more active bits ($a_k$), we call the $Z_i$ as active segment. If a segment is active segment, all bits in the segments are transferred directly. In contrary if a segment is not active segment, all bits in the segments hold current values.

Instead of active bitwidth we encode the number of active segment by using extra bits. There are $N_{\text{seg}}+1$ kinds of active segments. Smaller $N_{\text{seg}}$ can reduce extra bits, because $E_{\text{width}}$ is $1 + \log_2 N_{\text{seg}}$. For more extra bits reduction, we use active segment $Z_{N_{\text{seg}}-1}$ like active bitwidth $Z_{N_{\text{seg}}}$. In consequence of the contrivance, $E_{\text{width}}$ is $\log_2 N_{\text{seg}}$.

3.2. Embedding Approach

This subsection introduces a technique that information to indicate a boundary between active bits and inactive bits is embedded in transferred data, which is called as embedding approach. Using the last transferred data for a receiver, the embedding approach can be achieved. The procedure is as follows:

$$t_i = \begin{cases} c_i, (i > A_{\text{width}}) \\ \overline{c_i}, (i = A_{\text{width}}) \\ a_i, (i < A_{\text{width}}) \end{cases}$$

where the $\overline{c_i}$ bit is an inverted value of $k$th bit in the last transferred data. This technique is a encoding without extra bits. To obtain the boundary between active bits and inactive bits is possible only if continuity of all accesses
is guaranteed. Therefore when this approach is used in the cases of multi receivers and transmitters bus system, the guarantee must be kept to. Note that more additional circuits for holding the last transferred data in a receiver are needed.

4. Active bits reduction technique

In the section 3, we proposed the switching count reduction techniques by using active bits dynamically. In this section we present a technique to achieve increased effectiveness of switching reduction. The principle of the technique in the section 3 is to reduce redundant switching in inactive bits. It is useful to increase inactive bits for high effective switching reduction. In consequence we aim to reduce active bits in data on instruction bus.

Figure 2 and 3 show frequency of appearance in each operation and register. An mpeg2play program with a 245k byte picture is adopted as sample application. High frequent 10 operations occupy 83.4% of total accesses. Moreover accesses of five frequent registers in total are 70.3% of all accesses. We aggressively utilize this frequent operations and registers. Using opcode and register code rearrangement, we reduce total active bits in programs. Operations and registers that appear more frequently are assigned shorter codes. This is a variable length coding. This assignment achieves reduction of total active bits in programs.

5. Experimental results

In this section, we present our experiments to reduce power consumption by using our proposed techniques. For our simulation, the SimpleScalar processor simulator[2] whose model has 40 bits width an instruction bus is employed. In the instruction formats there are useless bits, but the bits are prepared to extend instruction sets easily. For instance, under default condition the number of both integer and floating point registers is 32. 5 bits are enough to encode register assignment; however 8 bits are assigned in register fields. Since 3 bits from most significant are all 0, increasing switching is not caused in the bits of instruction bus.

Figure 4 shows comparison of switching count after applying proposed techniques on the instruction bus. We selected the mpeg2play program as an experimental application program, whose data size is 245k byte and instruction count is 373475424. We normalized the results of switching count. The most left side bar shows switching count in original case. Next four bars are results of applying the switching count reduction technique by using active bits without active bits reduction techniques. Another five bars and next five bars demonstrate the results using opcode and register code rearrangement, respectively. The last five bars are the results using both active bits reduction techniques. When the basic technique is applied to the original bus by using active bits without active bits reduction techniques, a few switching count is reduced. In the case using active bits reduction techniques, we can achieve more switching count reduction. Up to 29.1% of switching count of original bus is decreased. In most fine granularity case, switching count increases more than the original bus. Figure 5 shows active bits in the original case and the case using active bits reduction techniques. The left bar indicates total bits
when all instructions of the program are transferred on the bus. The middle bar and right bar are active bits in the original case and the case after reducing active bits. Using active bits reduction techniques, we can reduce about 25% of active bits of the original case.

Several SPEC2000 benchmark programs[11] are used to verify effectiveness of our techniques. From SPECint2000 and SPECfp2000 benchmarks, gcc and mesa programs are adopted, respectively. Code sizes of the programs are both large compared to the other SPEC2000 benchmark programs (#instructions of gcc and mesa are 114970064 and 9146104, respectively). In figure 6 and 7 results are demonstrated. In case A, opcode and register assignments are customized to each program. In case B, the assignments are specified for mpeg2play. These results prove effectiveness of the techniques. Even if the instruction bus is customized for certain program by using our proposed techniques, the same effectiveness can be accomplished.

Figure 4: switching count in original and optimized instructions on instruction bus (mpeg2play, 245k)

Figure 5: active bits in original instructions and optimized instructions (mpeg2play, 245k)

Figure 6: switching count on an instruction bus (gcc)

Figure 7: switching count on an instruction bus (mesa)

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a novel technique for low power instruction buses by using active bits with consideration of instruction semantics. Active bits reduction techniques without loosing information are also presented, which are based on variable length coding. Proposed techniques focus on essence of information and suppressing redundant switching of unessential parts. Experimental results demonstrate that our techniques are effective and up to 29.1% power saving for MPEG2. When differ-
ent technique each fields is applied by considering characteristics of each field, more power reduction can be achieved. VLIW architectures require a high-bandwidth instruction fetch mechanism to supply multiple operations per cycle. Therefore using our proposed techniques, power consumption of VLIW machines in systems are quite reduced.

Since our techniques are available for not only instruction bus but also instruction memory, our future work is to design whole system by using active bits for low power with consideration of data semantics.
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